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that these programs serve more to preserve, rather than to
reduce, stereotypic differences between men and women
in behavior, personality, aspirations and achievement."'
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The postsecondary community has become increasingly
concerned about such issues as the continuing low enroll-

ment of women in "traditionally masculine" fields, the
fact that women undergraduates feel less confident about
their preparation for graduate school than men,5 and the
surprising decline in academic and career aspirations experienced by many women students during their college
years.° These concerns tajce on a new significance given

current and projected enrollment patterns: women
students are the "new majority" of undergraduates. The
education of women is literally central to the postsecon
dary enterprise.

Despite women`s gains in access to higher educationespecially since the passage of Title 1X' women
undergraduate and graduate students frequently do not
enjoy full equality of educational opportunity on campus.

Students attest, and research confirms, that women
students are often treated differently than men at all
educational levels, including college, graduate and professional school, even when they attend the same institutions, share the same classrooms, work with the same advisers, live in the same residence halls an use the same
student services.
Many factors, including familial and ocial expecta-

tions, may contribute to the preservation of these differences. However, the institutional "atmosphere," "environment" or "climate'also plays a crucial role in fostering or impeding women students' full personal, academic
and professional development. As members of one institutional commission on campus life explain, although their
college "houses a diverse group of people ... ttjhat does
Many women and'minority students
not make it diverse
think that both attitudinal and institutional iaciors
relegate them to second-class status." From their standa fragAinted community, dorThaated by
point, "this is
a core group whose particular values are supported by the
larger community and by the College itself."' Traditionally
geared to the intellectual and personal development of
men from upper and middle class backgrounds, many colleges and universities may perpetuate an environment in
which differences and divisions are inadvertently intensified rather than reduced.
in an earlier paper, The Classroom Climate: A Chilly One
for Women?' the Project on the Status and Education of
Women examined the atmosphere inside the classroom,
and identified many behaviors by which faculty of both
sexes often inadvertentlytreat women differently from
men students in ways that may lead women to lose confidence, lower their academic goals, and limit ineir zareer

choices, Theie differences notwithstanding, the classroom may be somewhat more egalitarian than other college settings: In the classroom, there is an immediate task
at hand; there are usually at least overt criteria for trelEtting
students fairly and similarly; the "rules" of interaction are
more formalized and explicit than in less organized settings. Outside the classroom, however, there often more

though faculty, staff and Students of both sexes want to be
fair, and believe that they are, sex-based expectations,
roles and "rules" often determine how students are actually treated.
Supportive out-of-class relationships with faculty and

administrators can play a crucial role in increasing

students' self-esteem and self-confidenceespecially for
women students.° indeeds. a recent national study
underscores the importance of extracurricular activities
for women, and emphasizes that, faculty members who
take time to socialize with their women students may help
them to overcome doubts about their own intellectual competence and thus develop greater sett-esteem."' Unfortunately, however, many studies also show that women,
students generally get less attention from faculty and
others outside the classroom, and less informal .feedbaCk
than do men." This' problem is exacerbated by the small
number of women in senior faculty positions and ad-.
ministrative posts.

Additionally, interaction with male class-

mates-- whether in labs, work groups, residence halls, formal extracurricular activities or purely social settingsaffects women students. The quality of these interchanges
can signal acceptance of vipmen as true peers and potential partners in the wider, professional world beyond the' in-

stitutionor communicate that women are viewed not as
intellectual equals, but primarily as dates and campus
decorations. Too often, whether by omission or commission, colleges and universities inadvertently support an en-

vironment that encourages male students to respond to
women in disheartening ways. The very campus environment that should be suppOrtive for all students sometimes
has the opposite effect on half the campus population.
This paper does not focus on policies and programs, but
rather on many common campus experiences,. how women

are frequently treated in their relationships with titcalty,
administrators, staff and male peers in a variety of campus
situations and ,settings outside the classroom. It

highlights problems in the following areas: admissions
and financial aid; academic advising and career counseling; projects with other students and with faculty; lab and
field work; work study and campus employmek internships; health care; campus safety; residential, social and
cultural life; athletics; and student government and leadership. Climate problems frequently experienced by women
from special groups are alSo discussed.

Information for this paper has been compiled from
several kinds of sources, including empirical studies of
postsecondary students; reports and surveys by individlua!
researchers, campus groups, and postsecondary institutitms; and individual responses to a "Call for Informaticat

issued in conjunction with this project. (The examples
quoted or described are actual incidents that have occurred on campuses within the last few years.) Since inter-

leeway for differential treatment by faculty, peers and

changes that occur in the college context are in some
respects similar to the everyday interactions that occur

others: more segregation by race and by sex; more invoking of gender as a mark of difference and deficiency; more
overt exclusion and sometimes even hostility, Indeed,

men's and women's verbal and nonverbal behavior has

between and among men and women in the larger society,
information from the growing body of general research on

and ac' Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits sex discrimination in federally assisted education programs
law.)
tivities (In some instances, single-sex prograt.ns to remedy the effects of past discrimination are
2
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also been reviewed for possible implication% for
climate.

For example, faculty end staff often-view traditionally
male patterns of college attendance and professional
development as the valuedif not the eelynorm. Thus,

This paper draws freely on the earlier report;' The
Classroom Climate: A Chilly One fat WOmin? boa/wee

women who interrupt their academic careers to marry and
have children or who enroll on a part-time basis may be
perceived and treated as if they are less serious and com-

much of the background and many of the general types of
behaviors identified _there are also important for
understanding the nature and Impact of differential treat-

mlfted than men who attend fell-time. Moreover, the increasing number of women wpo do follow the same patterns as menmay still find that their competence, commit-

ment in the wider campus setting. Like that report, this
paper offers numerous specific reaornmendalions for
evaluation and change; additionally, it includes an institul
tIonal self-evaluation cheaklist.

ment and qualifications are systematically dqubted
because of weconceptIons about their abilities and ap.
propriate role t. The all -too.frequent result is that too many

EVALUATION, DEVALUATION ANb THE
OUT-OF-CLASS CLIMATE

women are subtly or overtly advised. to lower their
academic sights cliVtly not stop with an MA? A pretty girl

like you will certainly get married! ") and to limit their
career goals to a small number of "less demanding," flexible, traditionally female fields.
Moreover, in part becayse of this devalua tion and in part

because people often feel most comfortable with those

most- like themselves, senior faculty and ad-

ape old saw that "a woman must be twice as good to get
half as far as a man" still contains a core of truth: in our
society men are, in many ways, valued more than women,
and men's work and words are assumed to be important,
women's less so.
The general tendency to devalue women ind their work

ministratorswho are predominantly malemay spend
`less time with women, 'offer them less encouragement
than men, and may even avoid women in purely informal
settings such as rap sessions and social functions. In'deed, insufficient informal guidance is a significant factor
In some women undergraduate's lack of realistic career
planning, avoidance of nontraditionai fields and lack of

is illustrated by a series of similar studies in which two
groups of people were asked to evaluate particular items,
such as articles, paintings, or resumes. The names attach-,

confidence about their potential academic and career suc-

cess. it Ass also been cited as especially damaging for
women graduate students, who are at e crucial transition
point for developing a professional identity."
Women are ten perceived and treated differently not

ed to the items were clearly either male or female, but
reversed for each group of evaluatorsthat is, what one
group believed was written or painted by a man, the other
believed was written or painted by a Wyman: Regardless of

only by faculty and professional staff, but also by their

the items, when they were ascribed to a men they were
rated higher than when they were ascribed to a woman. In

peers. For example, women students often complain of beinn relegated to the status of note-takers rather than par-

many of these studies, women evaluators were as likely as
men to downgrade thdse items ascribed to women."

t.

its wfrten bn' assigned lab teams; being excluded
purely informal work groups; and frequently being
viewed primarily as potential datesor. objects of sexist
humorrather than as ad-learners. Faculty and staff may
unknowingirencourage these kinds of behaviors.
Additionally, some women's responses to a variety of
campus situations, including the expectable stress of
academic life, are often viewed by male peers and others
(

indeed, our culture perceivett and evaluates people
,

largely on the basis of sex. Women are often seen.not only

as different but also as deficient As numerous studies
show, we tend to;
attribute more importance to work done by men than
identleal work done by women, rate it more highly,
and pay more for it;
accept male behavior as the norm;
.

as a sign of deficiency, while men's responses are seen as

"normal." For example, a woman student who "breaks
down and cries" because of academic piessures is likely

expect and perpetuate "dominant" communication

.

styles from men, but "submissive" ones from women;
and
A
view men as Individuals AO era active achievers with
academic and career success as a primary aim, but
women as members .of a subordinategroup who are

to be seen as "unstable"; however, a male student who, for

the seine reason, "goes out end gets drunk" is simply
/"blowing off steam.' The man is welcomed back as "one
of the guys," the woman avoided --or advised to "get out
of the kitchen if stip can't take the heal"
While this kind of interaction does not 'happen all the
time or in every institution, it occurs often enough to constitute a pattern. Although the climate may vary from institution to institution, the hidden or not-so-hidden
message women too often receive from faculty, staff and

identifiedrimarily as wives, girlfriends, mothers and
daughters,"
The campus community is by no means immune from
these limiting preconceptionsor from the wide range of
everyday behaviors by which they are rninforced and expressed.

Unless otherwise noted, asterisked quotes from women students are drawn from a variety of institutional reports and
sbrveys, including the following: "Sexism on Campus: Fact or Fictiop? A Sur* of Negative Incidents experienced by Women
Students at Michigan State University," The Women's Adilsory Committee to the Vice President for Student Affairs and Services, 1981; "Bafflers to Equality in Academia:Women in Computer Science at MIT," MIT CoMputer Science Female Graduate
Students and Research Staff, February, 1983; and Warned Students' Coalition, "The Quality of Women's EducatIon et Harvard
University," June 1980.
3
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tionatalthough those who engage in them may tie

fellow students is that they are not on the same level as
their male peers, and are "outsiders" on campus. Because

unaware of their potential to tio real harm. They include
behaviors such as the following:

these messages seem so "normal," they may be almost in-

visible to those who send and those who receive them;

disparaging women In general, women's intellectual
abilities or women's professional potential;

however, women's ambitions and self-confidence may suffer, indeed, if, as much research indicates, women inter-

focusing attention on women's appeanpace or

nalize this devaluation," they are likely to be especially
prone to doubt their own competence and ability, and to
experience intensified conflict between academic and

women's personal or family life as opposed to their
performance
using sexist humor;
grouping students by sex in a way which implies that
women are not as competent or do not have status
equal to men (as in campus employment, lab or field

career aspirations on the one hand, and traditional female
roles on the other.
Consequently, women students may particularly benefit

from a campus climate that specifically acknowledges
them as individuals and fecoijnizes their abilities, contributions and accomplishments. However, what they too
often find both within and outside the classroom is a
climate that overtly and subtly reinforces society's traditionally limited views of women throu'h a wide variety of

work);

counseling women to lower their academic and

differential behaViors.

career goals;
engaging. in verbal or physical sexual harassmentm;
.and, ,
making disparaging comments abtut lesbians, or us-

Everyday inequities

threaten women.

ing lesbianism as, a label by which to accuse or

In The Campus Environmirt"".

Tarsi Behaviors

Small behaviors that often occur in the course of every-

That Overlook Women

day Interchangessuch as those in which individuals are
either singled out, or Ignored and discounted because of
sex, race or age.have been calisd "micro-Inequities."

Each Instancesuch as a disparaging comment or an
oversight which affects only members of a given
croupmay in and of itself seem trivial,,and may even go
unnoticed. However, when taken together throughout the
experience of an individual, these small differences in
treatment can create an environment which "maintain's]
unequal
breathe .

Subtle behaviors are both more prevalent and more
problematic than those of an overtly discriminatory nature.

They are dften inadvertent, sometimes even wellintentioned, and often sew so "normal" in the course of
everyday interaction between men and women as to be vir. tually invisible. Their very invisibility, however, adds to the
, problem. Without knoaiing precisely why, women who encounter subtle differential treatment of the following kinds

opportunity, because they are the air we
and because we cannot change the personal

characteristic... that leads to the inequity."
Such "everyday inequities" can intrude into the
postsecondary setting, and can "foul the procesisi of
education." A recent analysis which exarpined types of
incidents women in postsecondary education consider

.

discriminatory, Und that contrary to the expectation that
Most reported in. i. =nts "would involve direct and ove
"n equal or greater number conceyrSed
discrimination
subtle forms o4 discrimination, which the women involved
found as trying,and inequitable in their own way as more

frequently Interrupting wa.mers;

giving minimsl responses to, or ignoring enbrely;,
women's questions and comments, but responding
to end developing those of men;
seeking opinions, comments and suggestions from
men more often than trim women;
crediVng comments and ideas to men, but not to
women (e.g., "As Bill said
");
adopting a posture of inattentiveness (chg., lack of
eye contact, shuffling papers, etc.) when talkino
with women, but the opposite (making eye contact,
leaning forward) when talking with min;

outrageous car overt discrimination. "" In fact, subtle and/or
inadvertent incidents can sometimes do the most damage

because they often occur 'without the full awareness of
those ;nvolved.
A variety of verbal and nonverbal behaviors, both overt,
and subtle, can communicate to women that they are not
on a par with men; are not to be taken seriously; are viewed
not as individuals but rather as members of a second-class
group; do not need anchwill not use a college education or
advanced degree. Many of these behaelOrs will be discuss-

with surprise and doubt when

womenbut not menexpress demanding career

ed more specifically in relation to different collage set-

tmatrng women in an overprotective or patronizing
manner which implies thatiwatwi are not competent
to cope on their own. A% one woman explains, "it
seems like all I have to do is ask one simple question
and the people I work with try to take over my entire
research problem and solve it for me. lithink they're

fings, The general behaviors themselves are discussed in
greater detail in the earlier report, The Classroom Climate,
which incitdes a detailed list of references.

General Behaviors That Single Out Women
Typically, the -more overt behaviors single out women

because of their sex. These behavionmrp, pfitten

often feel overlooked, Ignored and disceuatedrelegated
to the status of observers rather than full participants:
giving women less time and attention than men in
both structured and informal out-of-class settings,
such as advising, work groups, rap sessions and
social events;
paying less serious and active attention to women
than to men, as Indicated by behaviors such as:

4

trying to be helpfiel, but it doesn't help me if I'm never
allowed the chance to do my own protect "";
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kiklporga,:

C

.
%eddressing women with terms of endearment such as

As in other instances, these and similar communication

"honey," "sweetie," elm, or refetalig to them as
t

styles that are dillerent from the usual male behaviors

"ilikto." Such language from faculty and staff often
makes women uncomfortable, since it focuses on
sexual role rather than academic competence, and
also equates them with children who are not taken
quite seriously;
using the welt . "he," masculine examples, and
other forms of language.
**Muds women; and
basing evaluation of a s
on the "masculine" or
"feminine" style of the
s communication pat.
terns (see the followag die ussion).

tend to be misinterpreted andlor devalued, often by women

as well as by men. They may lead others on campus to
perceive women students as uncertain, less competent,
less committed, and perhaps flirtatious. jindeed, simple
friendliness on the part of women may be misinterpreted
as a sexual overture.)

Some argue that women students would do best to
adopt a "masculine" style in order to !'be taken seriously"

and to avoid being perceived as "coming on" to men.
Qthers point out that women who do so are apt to be viewed as "aggressive" or "bitchy" rather than assertive, simply because their ways of talking and acting do not conform
to "feminine" expectations. Indeed, women'students often
find theMselves in'a "double-bind": viewed as frivolous if

Men's And Women's Communication
Patterns: Mixed Sienale

they dress, talk or act "like a woman.". but rejected as
"hostile," a "libber" or a "manhater" if they don't.

)

The Effects Of A Chilly
Camp's% Climate
°The tetitztint Pt My wort(' was clear. How to Inttime my ensOyste see not. The tutoring I needed
Ocouneol

a

Differences between men's and women's communication styles may also contribute to a chilly climate. Styles of

speaking and behavior aetpciated more often with men
(and more highly valued), especially in the postsecondary
setting, include elements such as:
assertive speech;

.
.

"SW* sexism as the unctergrodueto leyel
delve* a *lessor that setae isonlin students
nay he itegifoltettirt babel beim' In
on. polotaitlkei adulation otos inessegegrunZi

mom Only to be howl as: ,Too will never be one

impersonal and abstract styles, with limited self
disclosure;
competitive, "devil's advocate" interchanges;
interruption of other speakers, especially women;
control of the topic of conversation;

When women are treated diffefently, they may- be
discouraged from seeking help with academic concerns,
making the best use of student services, and participating
fully in campus life. They may miss out on guidance and
opportunities which are ostensibly available to all
studentsbut may in fact be much more available to and
supportive of men. A chilly out-of-class climate may:
make women's meetings with advisers, career
counselors and others less helpful than the 'same

physical gestures that express comfortableness,
dominance and ocontroisuch as gesticulating to em-

phasize comments, moving in and taking over
"shared" equipment; touching.

Women, on the other hand, more often exhibit "submissive styles associated with low status, includin§
"overly polite" and "hesitant" behaviors such as:
less assertive speech characterized by features 'like
false starts ("I think .. . I was wondering . "); high
pitch; tag questions ("We should go back to the dorm
first, don't you think?); a questioning Intonation in
makim a statement, and excessive use of qualifier"(
("I think that maybe sometimes ... ");

sessions for men" and sometimes even counterProductive;

diminish the opportunity to gain "havids.on," work
group and leadership experiences, all shown to be
especially important for women;" and

provoke feelings of helplessness and alienation,

more personal styles' with a good deal of self

especially when there are no channels for discussion
end no appropriate actions or'remodies available.
These effects may be further exacerbated by the tendency of some women to undervalue their own needs. Men
students often view consultations witt academic advisers
and staff as services40 which they are entitled; however,

disclosurir;

"inappropriate smiling (smiling when making a
statement or asking a question); and
averting their eyes, especially when dealing with men

and with those In positions of authority, or making
direct eyecontact for longer periods than men do.
Additionally, women are more apt to do the "interact'
work" in conversationto encourage other speakers and
to keep the conversation' going, even when this makes it
more difficult for their own points to be heard and.their

women may feel they are "imposing" on faculty & staff
and "taking up too much of their time." Indeed, men may
begin consultations with little forethought, while women
often feel they must be certain of their direction and have

oWn views acknowledged.
5

*4,

la Mk professors office.

Nometbel
however, !schooled to nte
SW watt net vretaotee to participate in this moth*

specific questions in otter to merit attention. The same attitudes may carry over into extra-curricular activities: men

7
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may more confidently participate and take charge
regardless of their qualifications, while women may
hesitate unless they are convinced they can make a
substantial contribution.
.

SUPPORT SERVICES, EMPLOYMENT AND
COURSE-RELATED EXPERIENCES
Institutions clearly want to provide support services and
out-of-class experiences fairly. However, the attitudes and
behaviors of faculty, student services staff, other campus
employees and student peers frequently determine how

wellor,how poojly women students are served.
Moreover, the way faculty and staff treat their own col-

leagues who are women, minority group members, or
members of other special populations has a significant im-

pact on the messages an students receive about their
relative worth, competence and potential.
The following discussion focuses on several academic
and support services of particular impcance to women,
as well as less formal arrangements closely tied to course

requirementssuch as tali and field work and joint projects with faculty and other students. The genetal attitudes and behaviors already identified as discouraging to
women emerge in these settings in a variety of ways.

Admissions And Financial Aid
The way women are treated in the admissibris and finan-

cial aid process sets the tone for their participation both

within and beyond the institution'. Yet, at both the

ample, reportedly wrote to a prospective student: "I'm
so happy to admit you. You're one of the loveliest ad-

ditions our campus has had in recent years."'
assuming that men have greater need of educational
credentials and therefore of aid;
favoring mewled men over married women on the
presumption that a woman needs less help because
her husband will support her;
offering women and men with dePoindent children different amounts of aid because of sex-basiod
Lions that
that merbelioulder more of the family costs;
approaching MO issue of marital, family and financial
arrangements with little sensitivity to lesbian and gay
students;

'derrying or limiting aid to part-time students (man of
whom are women who may also have job and family
resporwibilities);
lees often encouraging or nominating women to app.
ty for prestigious national scholarships,.feflowships,

awards and Mew" anti
falling to ensile that students of both sexes are adsquately helped to estimate their leve.of need and ap-

prised of the importance of a strong application.
(Women, generally socialized to be rrodest About
their achievements and abilities, may be much less
comfortable than Men in describing their strengths
on admissions and financial aid applications.)

Academic Advising And
Career Counseling*

undergraduate and graduate levels, students too often en-

counter personnel who may unwittingly communicate
limited or outmoded preconceptions about women ana
menstudents. Admissions staff, for example, may in-

.$
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gel* different restiortplik.,-;,
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advertently lead women to doubt their goals and qUestion.

fern* Wag N

their potential; financial aid officers may see women's

otattleattitettsweeour to 00

need for aid as less important than men's. The tatter problem is particularly unfortunate, not only because of its
economic implications,'T but also because receipt of aid
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has been shown to be closely connected with women
students' intellectual self-esteem and academic persistence."

otheloor

Women may be treated differently than men by admissions staff and financial aid officers in numerous ways,
such as the foltowing:
questioning women, but not men, about their

.;
00104100,1,47014 Profs SW state*
et
poeset oelliatgee, tkettombioet to the
chair. The ttatotokedelod ler nty oPoleintwoot site

seriousness or purpose ("Why would you want to major in physics?");

asking women, but riot men, questions related to
their actual or potential marital or parental status
("How will ybq handle your family if you're a
doctor?");

treating women who if. married, have children
andlor will attend part-time as having less potential
than other applicants or as e-cumbrances on the institution because they may need support services,
such as re-entry counseling;
Inappropriately focusing on appearance In evaluating
women but not men. One admissions officer, for ex-

IM

by eve* ittothelt **WO 1St Ar
-1007~041001014, sket
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over. lfalf herd be8troictikfted."01

Studies show counselors' attitudes toward women "may

not 'differ substantially from the general popdietionrsj"
limited views and indicate )hat while female counselors
are becoming more, accepting of choices that depart from
conventional views of women and work, "a corresponding
change in the attittxleirof male counselors has not,been

found."' ironically, these misperceptioqs persist even
though most women will now workIsmost of their adult
lives, Ind there is an increasing convergence of women's
and men's educational patterns and career goals.'
Counselors and academic advisers alike may overtly or

This paper does not cover psychological counseling services. Readers may wish to contact taskjorces on women at the international Association of Counseling Services, 5999 Stevenson Ave., Alexandria, VA 22304 and the Association of University
Counseling Center Directors, Counseling Center, Oniversity of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, WI 54481.
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subtly discourage many,wertin by:

r

for or demeaning to airmen. For example, some
women students hays been unnerved by Playboy

counseling trhthr in accord with stereotypical
Mess of
" and "female" majors and careers, for
example, by guiding women but notmen toward lower

centerfolds and other "decorations" in advisors' offices.*

Jefminal degrees, easier subspecialties, and fields
that are seen as "appropriate" for women. ("Pediatrics is a terrific field for women.") Whether, done
overtly or subtly, this communicates to women that

Projects Witli Other Students
And With Faculty

they are not expected to compete and succeed at the
same level as men;

responding differently to studentr' short and long
term goals priming, on the basis of the students' sex,
for example, by routinely encouraging men to prepare
for graduate or professional school but not doing so
for women, or by negatively approaching women's

need or longterm planning ("Well, you'll quit work
when' ou marry.");
viewing marriage and family as negative for women,
but as an advantagea stabilizing factor and symbol

of maturityfor men. Now a career affects men's
family relationships is rarely considered. Both men
and women needio be made aware f options for
balancing career and family responsi
subtly indicating that women advisees
not taken
as seriously as men by behaviors such as:
spending less time with women than with men or
allowing Interruption of women's appointments for
non-essential matters;
remembering the names okmen but not of women;
remembering the wort,
and career plans
previously discussed tql male but not female ad-

When students work together it can signal acceptance

by peers ind also

give participants an academic
"edge"as in the case of studgroups in which each stud
a

reseagches and shares information about a portion of

omplex assignment. When undergraduates work indi 'dually with professorsas in .independent study projectsit can help students feel specifically recognized,
stretch them intellectually, and increase their commit/inent. And when graduate students work closely with

visees;

taking notes about what a male student says but
being inattentive (such as shuffling papers) when
talking to women;

faculty niembers and advisers, their collaboration can not
only fdster substantive mastery, but also help the junior

turning a discussion of a woman's work into a

facilitating socialization into the profession and learning
it "unwritten rules."

person in the transition from student to colleague by

'discussion of her appearance;

providing realistic feedbocknegative as well as

However, women often mss out on many of these

/

positiveto, men, but not to women. Many advisers /

and counselorsespecially menmay find

benefits. Students often choose those they work and talk
with in purely Informal ways, largely based on familiarity,
sameness, and social valuation. Professors, too, may find

It dif-,/

ficult to criticize women's work directly; consequent... ly, women may less often be told what they must do
to improve their performance, or to meet /requirements for advanced work;
acting in ways thatirre patronizing to women, for example by presuming that women know nothing about

the quality of their relationships with students largely
determined by this kind of "compatibility." While some
few faculty and students still openly disdain working with

womenr("What em I going to do? This is an important
course and my teaching assistant is a girl!), others ignore womeri In more subtle ways or treat them as less-

a particular major or field, and launching ihto a

than-equal partners.
Whether overt or subtle, behaviors of the following kinds
can be quite discouraging for women:
Male students may often exclude women from infix-

"beginner's discussion" without first detorming what
the woman does know and what she needs/to Ind
out;

presuming that men who are direct and *saintly* in

mai study groups and projW teams on both ,thet
undergraduate and graduate**, especial kin non'

manner are more knowledgeable, selfcted and
goal-oriented than women. whorle mann* may he

traditlonsi fields and in professional schools.
Women may be Isis likely to be treated as leaders.
and more apt to be given lees demanding roles, such
as writing up results rather than being asked to do
'original research or offer substantive critiques.
Faculty may be less willing to work with women than
with 'men on independent study projects because
they see women as having less potential, and/or are
uqcomfortable working' with women.

more polite or less self - confident

discussing one's own work with men liet not with'
women. Such discussions help studen get a sense
of themselves as future professionals'
getting.to know men tidy's*** inform ily, but confining conversations with women to
meetings;
suggesting that men broaden their
focus to

give them greater flexibility in t

job market, but

neglecting to do so for womerg a
creating an office environment
t is uncomfortable

Faculty may be more likely 10 choose men than
7
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ked woman use to dbmonstrate the computer's
graphics capacity.*

woman as research or leaching assistants, or to give
won*c assistants fewer independent respeneibilities
than men doing comparable work,
Faculty mat be lees likely to invite women graduate

Women may find that inalepeers intentionally at.

tempt to disrupt their work, as in the case of a
woman whose lab equipment was, repetitively

students to share reeeeroh, publishing, end con.

deconbrated.ty

ference presentations, or to meet outside experts in
the field, as well as to involve them In purely informal
activities.

Women nly be treated like "dates" rather than col.
Ware% as when a woman, mesh to her surprise,
heard herself described as the "territory" of ber mtiiq

Faculty may discourage women from wonting on
topics or issues Involving or affecting women, and
downgr*de or limit the value of this research, thus
communicating that issues drialIng with women are
less important than other issues.

field -work partner,* and
Women may be leas likely than men to have the op.
portunity *pursue their own research, and more like.
ty to work on the professor's project.

Lab And 'Field Work

WorkStudy And Campus Employment

'Ideally, lab and field work build skills that complement
what the student teams from reading and discussion, and

I

give the student "hands-on" experience. Tog often,
however, women's actual experiences in these teas serve
to undermine, rather than enhance,the very compefbncies
they are designed to foster. Women are all- too - frequently
discouraged by behaviors such as the following:

Faculty may actively discourage women from part
ticipating in field work because they are "too much
trouble":to "take along."

Male peersand facultymay Indirectly disparage

Women students who holdcampus jobs are frequently
treated differently from men by faculty, other supervisore;,
and co-workers. Indeed, some faculty publiciy*contend
that the workplace is "full of discrimination, and women
might as well get used to it."" Thus, they help pirpetuate a

women's abilities. One lone woman student, for example, regents that when an experiment failed, her
tab team, as a "Joke,"" wrote her name on the lab ,
(
report's "reason for error" line.

When students work in peke:. foroult may justite

workplace defined by bias: when those in positions of
authority on campus treat wore in unfair and demeaning

Grouping women together lire they don't slow town
the men," or poking woman with men "so the men
can show them what to do." In either case, justifications of this kind give women the message that they

ways, they teach both men a women students that it is
ways,
acceptable to do so, Women students report problems like

traditionally male categories, such as that of
groundskeeper or may decourage women from ape
plying for any position if they themselves are uncom-

fortable working with women. Womb may thus be
excluded from many jobs Including those that coincide with their academic interests and abliitlei.
Staff may steer women toward traditionally female
positions, such as secretary, thereby reinforcing the
idea that sex,not ability, determines appropriate Job

"accordingly.

Faculty or reaearch assistants may dismiss women's

questions, but take the tknolto anew men's.
Male peers may deny women access to lob equipthat
meat. One woman student, for exaniple, r
as tie only woman member of an otherwise -male
ythlng
likatu-

placement.

.

Supervisors may glve women lower level
assignments than met workers of equal experience

dent would physically push her away from the

.

.

Supervisope may not consider women for jobs in

classmates. Faculty wanting to help Inexperienced
students (female and mate) can devise a method to
assess Just who needs help,vnd then group students

lab team, she was "never alloWed to touch
and only got to take notes";" another that a

"

the following:

are not expected to be as adept as their male

and ability.
Staff, supervisors, and male peers may best woolen
differently from men even when both hold positions

machine her teeth was sharing, but never did so to
male students
Women may be subjected to overt sexist and general
harassment behavior by faculty and folio* students.
Lab end field projects are often the setting for sexby the research or
ual
charge. In some instances,
teaching seals nt
suffiblently intimidated to avoid
women have
labs-in the evenings unless accompanied by other
women students,

that are ostensibly the same, as whom a women
graduate assistant is treated not as a colleague but
as "Just another secretary."
Co-workers and Others may subject wontenio harass-

mod ranging from derogatory comments about
women In general to harassment of a MUNI nature,
such as remarks about women's anatomy and unwanted touching. This is more likely to occur when
the supervisor particIpatesin or otherwise condones
such belivior.

Women In computer science have complained
about obscene messages sent to them through the
system. One complaint involved a graphic of a na8

1
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Internships.

Campus Safety

mlWeent piecemeal s n InternehOe

Safety has become an increasing concern on many campuses. Shuttle buses, escort servtges, buddy systems and

ine" male

students ateilAw mote madetable placements

other services are often available to students, many

moteseallitatt-ammen. N Rot

especially geared 10 vipmen who use library, laboratory,
computer and other facilities at night. However, campus
safety, petsonnel may inadvertently disCourage women
from using these services and seeking necessary help in a
variety of ways such as:
making. light of women's hesitance to use college
facilities or attend college functions at night; ((
trivialliing women's concerns when they report 001-

Mao are eau*

enough placements, swam we ONO lest they

loaferpaying placements; or promised

placements et AM do not materletto
female students me not Ocease,

ailanted
Oliwwwww,d

UMW° work-study, which is part of a financial aid
package, and campus employment, which is often a "stop-

gap" job to make ends meet, internships are designed

ing threatened by dates or male classmates: 41

specifically to foster students' 'knowledge and experience
in potential career areas. However women may face the
following barriers:
Woolen may not be informed about or encouraged to
pursue all appropriate internstlip; possibilitirts,
especially when faculty and others rely bn informal

taking et "boys-will-be-boys" attitude when male
sto.idents, including members of fraternities, harass;
frighten or threaten women;
blaming women for instances of harassment of rape,
either directly, or by commenting. negatively on the
cizcumstances and/or a woman's appearance; and

methods and an "old boy" network to let students

responding to elancerns raised by lesbian or gay
students differently than to similar concerns raised
by other students.;

know about internship opportunities.
;
Women may not be as likely as men to be nientored
by 01911111zetlonel sponsors, particularly if theft is no

stated provision for mentoring in, internship
a;reernents.41

RESIDENTIAL, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL
CLIMATE: A REEVALUATION

,

Women interns may be more likely than men to be
assigned tasks requiring limited ability, and less like,
ly to be give.e an overview of the organization in which
they are working.
Women may be treated differently by faculty acting
as internship liaisons. Women interns working with
one faculty coordinator, for example, reported that he

'General Climate
As is the case with student services, colleges and
universities across the country are examining the quality
of residential, social and zulteral life to re how well existing arrangements serve an increasingly diverse student
population. Many campuses have bPlun to restructure

treated them but not male internsin a patronizing

residential systems away from the

and impatient manner, and "bawled them efut" over
minor matters as if they were children.

Health Care"
The availability of appropriate health services such as
gynecological care, rape treatment, and birth coi:trol information is just a starting point.oHealth care staff should
avoid behaviors such as the following that can discourage
women from 0341; health services:
automatically attributing woman's concerns to "nervousness" or "emotional problem." and thus, for example, routinely prescribing tranquilizers for women
when they would not be prescribed for men;
providing information on contraception or abortion,
or treatment for venereal disease, in a derisive or
moralistic way;
treating women in a patronising manner ("Don't you
worry your pretty little head bout it.");
responding to rape victim* as if they were to blame
for the assault;

ticular, often build a bond among their own members largely by creating a divisive environment in the wider communi-

ty that promotes exclusion and differential treatment eas
ed on class, race.and especially on sex." indeed, some
fraternities have been called to task for "promoting sexist

attitudes actual harassment of women and, more
generally, distrust between men and women."" Sororities,
too, may perpetuate a limItixf view of women and create
divisiveness by choosing members largely on the basis of

appearance,- playing a "little sister" role in relation to
fraternities, and generally reinforcing stereotyped gender

allowing stereotyped attitude*. about sinWaP.
.

AnonymouS dor-

mitories" of the 60's and 70's and to diversify socist and
cultural offerings in order to increase faculty-student contact and to facilitate positive interchange between students from different backgrounds."
Of particular concern to many institutions is the role of
the Greek system in shaping the general campus-climate,
especially at -small colleges or institutions in small towns
where alternative settings for social events are limited.
Several colleaes have concluded that fraternities, in par-

roles.

preprints" traits and behaviors as well as convertLionel attitudes about sexual preferenceto shape
treatment strategies and communicate approval or
disapproval; and
sexually harassing women. Several instances have
been reported in which women students have refused
to use college health clinics because of harassment
by physicians and other staff.
9

These and other aspects of day-to-day lire on campus
can lead women to ,question their role in the college community. Women students may' 'feel like interlopers on
"Male turf" when incidents and omissions ftke the following are commonplace, and/or tolerated by students, taco!
ty and administrators when they do occur:
"Petty" hostility toward woollen under the guise of
"fun" Is routinely expressed in social and residential

11
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settingssuch as pouring drinks on women, beating
women with celery sticks, or suing women as tiwy
enter aline hails or lounges.

Women are expected to perform she

0. Representatives of women's groups have little access to rindiOr no real Input In dealing with top administrators on ceatipus.

ily

Women students' organizations and actiWties

"feminine" roles in conjunction with
events
and ooperative housing arrangementssuch as
prep icing food and cleaning upwhile men make

receive little or no institutional support in the form of
office space, funding,. etc., or are offered space and
support that identifies them with "fringe" organisations on campus.
Activities sponsored by women' stag eats' organize-

/

.

tapes, provide entertainment or do maintenance
wort.
Men dominate coeducational living units, by, for et
ampleharessing women, creating a "locker room atmeantime," or loudly disrupting the floors at night.
Residence hell advisers do not respond in a serious

.

tionspuoh as lectur44; workshops, films,. or

.

women's weak activitiesare avoided or belittled by
faculty, staff and students.
Women's concenssomen speakers and fronts deal-

manner to dormitpa climete and related corkems

,

raised by women andfdr do not refer Women to campus services,that can deal with their concerns.
Housing .options fax women are more limited than
those for men or are subject to institutional control.
est* men's are not. If, for example, fraternities
manage themselves but sororities are reguirod to

.

,

Women's studies programs and comes are
Women are rarely, If ever, awarded honorary degrees,

chosen as commencement speikers, or named to
prestigious chairs.
There Is no women's centeror the women's center

is underfunded, understaffed and !Isolated from

feel unwelcome in etudent organizations, and are

mainstream institutional services.

generally harassed.
Typical social activities* and campus media demean
womenas, for example, wet T-shirt contests,

AthletICS52

Physical activitywhether jogging or gymnastics,
hockey or hikingcan have a substantial impact on

v X-rated movies as fundrilsers, or sexist articles and
ads (such as a bikinied femalettorio surr6unded by
male heads and hands as an 'ad for a- spring break
trip's) in the _student newspaper or the college year-

women's sense of self - confidence and mastery. Additionally, participation in team sports can build group skills,
such as strategy development and leadership, and can
also foster the capacity to respond to losing without a
debilitating sense of personal failure.
Until fairly recently, however, women were all but excludikd from serious athletic participation. Women were
lot expected tribe interested in sports, and those who did
show an interest or who joined a team were frequently
discouraged from anything so "unfeminine," -It is beyond
the scope of this paper to detail the many Inequities faced
by women in sports. However, despite marked gains,
women athletes often find their accomplishments are not
taken seriously, and they themselves are subject to differential treatment of many kinds, "Itch as the following:

book.

Fraternities sponsor events which result In the
harassment and degradation of women, or define
women as sexual objects. On one Ivy League campus,
for example, a recent fraternity "scavenger hunt" list
included "xerox copies of female genitalia," "(X College] girls (brought willingly)," "women's underwear
and related objects," each of which was assigned a
,

Incidents of sexual harassment by students, date
rape or gang rape are treated wt a a "blame the victim" or "boyewill-be-boys" attitude, and there Is no
appropriate or effective means of recourse for the victims. (On qne campus, for example, male students accused of rape were "punished" by being required to

Faculty, administrators, peer,. and others may use

stereotypic labelslike "tomboy" or "girl

'take a course in women's studies.)"

jock"when describing women athletes.

Faculty, staff and others In positions of authority
who have sexualli harassed students are nol appropriately punished and/or "'such incidents are

or ridicule when women express an interest

Those on campus may respond 41th surpriee, &Alin
in

athletics.
Female Athletes' accomplishments may go unnotic-

.--".14'11 lightly by Mhos on CAMPUS. In one instance,

ed, while men's are the focus of disc ission and

mole, a tenured faculty member involved in
harassing several students arranged a citiiet

praise. Campus publicity --both promotional and
post -dent coveragemay be less for women's than
for men's matches.

eat throh Alch the institution bought out
.
tract for $50,000. When word leaked cut, the
In joke"iimong some male faculty became, "If you

f._

Faculty and student affairs personnel may suggest
athletic participation to men, but not to women, as a
term of recreation and an avenue for personal "wits.
Career pounseiors may provide information to men,

get $50,000 for sexual harassment, how much do you

get for rape?"
Women may also feel like second-class citizens when
campus women's organizations and activities are discounted in ways such as the following:
0.

.

exhibits, and film series, or are been as "controversial" or treated with ridicule.

'issParegd-

Lesbian students are precluded from plitIclisating in
campus functions, such as dance-a-thorns, made to

"point value." "

with women are omitted from university-

sponsored cultural events, such,fs 'lecture series, art

have house mothers, Women &re treated as ch ldren"
whip men are treated as.adults.

_t

ing

but not to women, about opportunities Waiving
athletics.
10
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Accusatioes of lesbianism may be used to
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discourage it: lien from participating in or coaching
sports, esp--ct.Ny when they attempt to speak up
about inequitiessol

In coed recreational sports, men are likely to
dominate.

Student Government And Leadership
Campus leadership experiences can help . build
students' intellectual self-esteem and social self confidence and also help develop specific skills, such as
public speaking. Thest benefits may be even more pronounced for women than for men." Illowever, women may
find attaining and succeeding in campus leadership positions fraught with difficulties of a kind men do not face;
men still hold a disproportionate number of 'leadership
positions on most campuses."
Furthermore, although student leaders often work informally with senior faculty and top administrators who, on

tr'017-A-'

Women minority students--4nd minority men as
wellfrequently find the general campus climate at
predominantly white institutions the major barrier to Intellectual and personal development and to the completion of degree, work. Minority students who drop out or
stop out are significantly more likely than whites to do so
for non - academic reasons, and report much less informal

interaction and encouragement from faculty and others
than majority students." Many cite a general academic,

most campuses are malewomen may have difficulty
penetrating the established "Inner circle" and gaining real
input in the decision-making process."
Among the problems women may face are the following:
Worr-e students may be less likely to be encouraged
to &,4. leadership positions than men, and may need
to '- :4 v., "extra" qualifications to be nominated,
elected or appointed.

social and cultural climate that makes them feel like
"unwelcome guests," and in which simply trying to survive
from day to day uses up an inordinate amount of energy."

This problem may be easedbut also exacerbatedwhen
minority students respond by forming their own organizations, establishing their own media, choosing to live in
separate housing, and organizing special social and
cultural events. While minority students often report gaining a supportive community through such efforts, white
studentsfrequently unaware of how isolating the "normal" campus environment can be to those who are not
members of the dominant groupsometimes respond
negatively to whit they perceive as "self-segregation"
rather than the maintenance of ethnic identity and an opportunity for diversity."
Within this --ceolicted situation, women minority

Women who do hold such positions may find that
their credentials are systematically doubted while
men's -tend to be presumed eclogue's. For example,
the woman head of a major student government office overseeing the budget for campus-wide activities
at wiarge midwestern iniversity was rumored to.have
"slept her way" into the position, was given no tr-ain,
ing and accorded no support. She soon resigned the

post."
Women may receive less ~taring, help and iniorillation so that they function less effectively.
Women may hold top positions, but men of lower
organizational status may dominate meetings and
make policy decisions. This may occur because of

students frequently mi.-Counter special problems. Mi,lority

women often face a kind cit-t!double devaluation" as
women and as members of a minority group. Often, they
are expected to be either less competent than whites or
"exceptions" to their own race and sex. They are even
more likely then women in general to be channeled toward
a limited number of majors and careers thought to be "appropriate"; indeed, a recurring complaint about advising

men's relativply greater social status and more dominant communication styles. in one instance, for example, the editor-in-chief and managing editor of a
student newspaper were both women, but the male

for students of color involves "lack of support for

business and circulation managers verbally

students' interests and goals and insensitivity to them as
individuals with particular cultural backgrounds.""
Misconceptions because of cultural differences in verbal
and nonverbal behavior" can further confuse and undermine interactions, as described telow.
Women from somo minority groups may be especially
likely tc be seen in terms of their sexualik, and this may
either provoke sexual harassment or lead to a "keeping of

dominated meetings and pushed through policy deci-

sions."
Student leaders may be chciilen on the basis of
gender stereotypes, as, for example, when. men are
customarily considered for positions requiring
budgeting skills, women for those geared to social
events.

distance"especially by male faculty and student services staff." Moreover, minority women frequently "fall

GROUPS OF WOMEN WHO MAY BE
ESPECIALLY AFFECTED
Minority Women

between the cracks" of student services designed for ma-

jority women on the one hand, and minor* men on the
other.

1,,166..4mmeaageialArsimedimil:_,,

The following kinds of behaviors, incidents and oversights indicate some of th4 sources of a chilly climate for
minority women in out-of-classroom settings:
Faculty, staff and students may inadvertently exclude minority women from informal activities, and
11
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they are viewed as bored, middle-aged women who are

may "keep them at a distance" in both structured and
purely social settings by behaviors such as Ignoring,
avoiding eye contact, maintelning physical distance,
interrupting, or talking in a patronizing tone.!'
of minority
Racially stereotyped
with effective inwomen's own behavior may
a Black woman is
teraction, as when the silence

returning to school because they have nothing better toed°.
This perception is much in contrast to the actual situation
of many returning women, who tend to enroll in postsecondary programs for professional advancement and are often
both highly motivated and highly successful in schoOl.
Returning women often encounter bdth overt and subtle

differential treatment of the kinds discussed primflously.

perceived as "sulleness" but that of an Asian,
Hispanic or Native American worn-an as "passivity."

The following types of behaviors can be especially

Faculty, counselors and others may be less successful in working with minority women because of
incorrect preconc4tlons about likely problems," dif-

discouraging to women students who have been out' f an
academic context for a prolonged period:
adopting a patronizing tone in responding 'to comments or questions;
syggesting that older *omen "should be home with
tffieir children," "don't need*, work if they have a husband to eupposi them," etc.; and

ferences in value systems and dvergent communication styles. AriAsian woman, fOr example, may feel it

is "shameful" to verbalize accomplishments, make
eye-contact, adopt a relaxed demeanor, and
"impose" on the faculty by returning for additional
consultations unless the adviser politely states that
she is expected to do so.'
Academic advisers., may underestimate the competence of minority women and counsel them to
lower their sights. One minority woman, for example,
"war.tsd to major in one of the sciences in prepara-

making comments that disparage older women
students, or that introduce inappropriately personal
COAC01115.

Moreover, sOrIle faculty, counselors and peers may be

uncomfortable dealing with people older than they
themselves are. This may contribute to older women
students', being treated differently in consultations with

faculty and staff; andexcliided from informal inter-

tion for veterinary school. She went to see a major adviser who told her that veterinary science was a very
difficult program: and she should consider something

changes.

Disabled Women"

less demanding, such as nursing. He said this
without having seen her records or knowing anything
aboUt her past performance in school. While she was
waiting, she saw white students being welcomed into
the program rather than discouraged from pursuing

their goals."'
Career counselors may misdirect minority women on

the basis of racial stereotypes, as when Asian
American women are presumed best suited for
mathematical and technical fields''! or Hispanic

Like minority women, disabled womeg often encounter
double discrimination based both on their sex and on their
disability, and must cope with even greater social and institutional "invisibility." This is especially true in the con-

women for service professions, such as health care.
Faculty may discourage minority women from choosing independent study projects, dissertation topics or
other work that focuses on issues of special concern
to minority women.

text of general campus activities as well as more structu; ad out-of-class interactions. Largely because they may
not understand disabled women's actual capabilities and
needs, peers, faculty and student services personnel may
be especially uncomfortable in dealing with these

Majority students may belittle ethnic studies, and
avoid or rddlcut campus events, publications, etc.,
*sponsored by minority groups.

Minority women may be substantially under-

students on a one-to-one basis. Behavior patterns that can
discourage disabled women may include:
overlooking and excluding disabled women from outof-class interchanges;

represented In extracurricular activities, may not be

encouraged to participate, and may be actively
discouraged from joining some social groups, such
as sororities.
Minority women's "IskAation" may be greatly exacer-

0

avoiding eye contact, maintaining excedaiao
distance, ignoring, and engaging in other behaviors
that indicate didcomfort or dismissal;
over-explaining, talking In a patronizing tone, treating
the person like a child as if physical disabilities imply mental limitations as well;
talking overly loudly to a person who is visually impaired, Or engaging in other behaviors which corn-

bated if there are few Women of color on the faculty or
staff who might serve es role medals and mentors.

Older Women"
Older women currently comprise the fastest-growing
segment of the pcistseconclary population. However, like
minority women, older women often suffer the results of
compounded stereotypes. Whether they are entering college as first-year undergraduates, finishing a graduate
degree, or pursuing graduate study, older women may be
devalued not only because of their sex, but also because
of their age and their likoly part-time status. Too often,

unicate that a person with a particular disability
impairment in all physical functions;
presuming that disabled women need assistance in
areas, without first evaluating their actual
. all
capabliftles to help them decide what they can do on
their own, and then helpinp them devise ways to do
a

so;
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Commmunicate, through public speeches and personal behavior, that women are to be viewed, treated
individuals, not stereotyped by
and evaluated

counseling disabled women toward a narrow range of
majors and careers by focusing on the limitations kitposed by thek disability rather than on Individual intweets, aptitudes and coping strategies;
presuming that disabled women *re generally asex-

group chat

Designate a

instftut

oat, do not date, and will never assume marital or
family roles or other longterm relationships; and
making little or no effort to provide disabled women
students with role models on composer hi the career

cess to top administrators."
Ensure that all faculty and staff are informed of institutional commitment io providing an equitable
campus climate. Use worksnopa, seminars, or informal meetings, and, where possible, include student
services and women's center staff.
Inform all contractors providing se irnices to the institution about climate issues and Include materials
about this ki the contract or in the general materials
given to the contractor.
Include climate issues in performance evaluationsof

FACILITATING CHANGE
asaa.aaa.daaaa:Jaa-i--1,-,Aat

Agnistiematat*

'llartasaaareeer
eit sit dees

-

ta

efforts to ensure an equitable

climate for Women and provide that person direct ac-

arena.

4101.101

liar person to be responsible for

''R7."'Ai

faculty, academic advisers and staff, inclued,g receptionists and others who deal directly with students.
Develop criteria about climate issues to be used in
evaluating applicantsifor faculty, staff and assistantship positions.

to,

Often there is little awareness about the kinds of everyday behaviors that create an inequitable campus environment for womenand for other nontraditional students as
well. However, individuals and institutions can take many
steps to increase awareness and facilitate change. Such

Enact a student code of non-academic conduct
covering behavior outside as well as inside the

"
classroom.
Develop a policy which discourages sexual relationi
between faculty and students and which makes clear
the conflict of interest and unethical aspects of such

efforts will benefit not only women, but ail students on
campus, by incorporating a respect for diversity into all
aspects of institutional life, and by better preparing
women and men students foe the multiple roles they will

relationships. Harvard University (MA) has issued
such a policy."
institute a sexual harassment policy which includes

assume-in the wider world of work and family beyond the
A
institution.
A variety of specific recommendationsmany based on
existing campus programsfollow. institutions can adopt
or adapt those most suitable for their own settings. While

a mechanism for airing concerns and providing feedback about overtly biased practices and comments,
and which covers peer as well as student-faculty interactions. Denison University (OH) has done so.
Ador a non-sexist lariclaugit Wiley to cover all writ-

some are designed primarily for chief administrators,
some for faculty, some for student services staff, and
some for students themselves, many recommendations

ten and verbal institutional communications. The

may be useful to all members of the academic community.

The following section also includes a brief discussion of
the unique role women's centers can play in improving the

Un4iersity of New Hampshire., Durham, has adopted
stCh a policy and is now developing specific guide -

general climate for women on campus, and a self-

tines.
Recognize individuals and organizational units for ex-

evaluation checklist designed for institution-wide use.

ceptional progress in creating a positive climate for
women in the same ways that 'outstanding performance in other areas Is recognized."
Publish an annual report on progress in regard to institutional clhaste."
Provide materials about climate issues, such as this
paper, to students, faculty and staff.
Incorporate cilnusts
into faculty 'development
programs, and tra
of teaching assistants and

RECOMMENDATIONS

Policy Recommendations For
Administrators
Issue a policy statement which emphasizes the importance cf an equitable climate for women.
Distribute the statement to faculty, student services

student services staff

staff and students, publish it in the student newspaper, the faculty bulletin, etc. Devise a procedure to

inform new staff, faculty and students about this

General institutional Recommendations

issue.

Establish a committee to explore and report on
climate issues,, and to make campus wide recommendations.

Develop, atssmninste and discuss materials about
subtle differential treatment of women. The Office of

to for

Women's Affairs, University of Delaware, Newark

student
written

developed "Seeing and Evaluating People," a booklet
that stimmarizes research about perceptual bias affecting the evaluation of women. It has been used as

institute regular reviews of the campus
women via open hearings, interviews
groups and randomly selected students, a
evaluations from interested students."
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the focus for discussions with groups of

and differing racial and ethnic groups can participate
together and Seam about each other.
Review ail extrecurricular programming, awards and

ad-

ministrators and others.t
Design campus activities to addlse issues of subtle
ciscrimination. Sponsored by Red Rocks Community

organizations to maks certain that they meet the

College, Denver (CO), "Uncommon Courtesy: increas-

.

needs of women students.

ing Options for All People" included films, work-

Distribute a lists)f services on campus relevant to

shops; brbwil bag lunches, panels and other activities
focused on male-female interaction. t
Form an information-sharing filny-a-Lwun with other inablutions --both coeducation& and vin see that

women. Many campuses have done this.

General Recommendations For

are evaluating the campus climate for women.
Members of already - established corsortia might

.

Women and men at all levels may want to reevaluate
their own behavior with the following points'in mind:
Recognize and change features of your own verbal,
and nonverbal styles that may discourage women in
out-of-class settings. For example, show attentiveness by making eye-contact, leaning forward, and
nodding, etc., and help the student know 'ter co n-.
cerns are being seriously considered by net 'nterrupting.
Balance moss" masculine" skins of analyzing, clarifying, evaluating and controlling the flow of converse-

serve as a starting point.

Institute exit interviews for students switching majars, transferring or chopping out to determine if an In-

hospitable climate has been a significant contrtbuting factor.
Identify and implement conditions that win help an
members of the campus community address climate
issues. At De Pauw University (IN); for example, gay
and lesbian students were asked to write anonymous

letters about what the campus climate is like for
them. These were shared at a public forum.

Set up a committee COffiposed of personnel from

tiara with traditionally "female" skills of listening,

each of the student services, from academic advising
and from women's organizations and centers fn order

tion."

roonforchig and 'facilitating other speakers' participaProvide women, including minoritY women, with infor-

to evaluate and coordinate services, develop

mal as well as formal friedback on thk work.

materials and programs and train personnel concerning climate issues.

Avoid biased interpersonal behaviors with
secretaries, colleagues and partners (such as ailing

Establish a system of regular contact between
academic departments, student services and
women's organizations and centers to discuss

women "honey," asking women to get coffee, or
descrng their actions as "typically female"). Such
behaviors provide negative models for students and
peers of both sexes .t,

climate issues. The University of Denver (CO), for example, has a Departmental Liaisons Program through

with
with students and .colleagues/` use

which men and women faculty, undergraduate;
graduate and staff representatives as well as

language and examples which include both sexes in
a variety of roles.

representatives from student services, meet quarterly
with women's center staff to address general issues,
and highlight programs. t
Ensure that an faculty and staff, including teaching
assistants and resident assistants, are aware of services available to women on campus and instructed
to'make appropriate referrals.
Hold regular workshops 'to help women prepare for

Refrain from "Invasion" of others' personal space,
such as unwanted touching.
ct Use humor that is not sexist in nature.

Academic Advising And Career
Counseling: Recommendations For
Personnel And Programs

the content and climate challenges of graduate

Use guidelines designed to foster gender-fair
co,inseling. (See "Resources," p. 18 for some exam-

study. "On Prospering in Graduate School," offered
by the Women's Center at the University of California,
Santa Barbara addresses a range of issues including

pies.)

how to gauge the supportiveness of faculty and adviser.fs when evaluating different programs; how to
handle differential treatment in male-dominated
fields': and how to confront self-doubt in the

Avoid communicating sex-typed expectations roger-

academic arena.

more subtle behaviors, such as withholding approval,

Foster joint protects between women students and
faculty. The Center for the Study, Education and Advancement of Women, University of California,
Berkeley sponsors an undergraduate research pro-

minimal attentiveness, or expressions of doubt unwarranted by the particular student's record.

ding fields of study, co-curricular activities and
careers. Be alert not only to overt discouragement
("That field's too difficult for a woman") but also to

Read biographical materials about women and
minorities in diverse fields to gain an understmding
of the differential treatment your advisees are nitrify
to encounter. At one institution, faculty in physics,
geology and other natural and physical sciences read

gram which links students with faculty doing
research in a variety of departments.

Promote activities in which students of both sexes

to more detailed description of this and other projects is contained in Karen Bogart, Toward Equity: An Action ManNtfor
Women ,in Academe, 1984. (For ordering information, see Selected Resources, p. 18.)
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blogiophies and autobiographies of minority and

Issues that can discourage women studentst and the

women scientists to help in their advising and to provide examples to help their advisees deal with common pressures." .
Hold pre-orientation workshops deaNng with climate
issues for faculty and student assistants who advise

ways In which student* Qin respond io Vieth, in-

Incoming women and minority freshmen. Denison
University (OH), sponsors workshops that cover the

University (IL) has teamed with faculty and others to

special needs of woman and minority students;

dorms.

chiding idevence procediues.

Hold workshop. on climate and related Immo in
residence hall; Greek houses and elsewhere. An
organization of women students' at Northwestern
discuss these and related issues in sororities and

sociological and psychological barriers in traditionally male fields; difficulties in integrating personal and
professional life; the importance of role models and
mentors; and the availability of special campus programs, such as a course in non-threatening math. t
Help faculty and career counselors build skills in ad- 40

vising women for nontraditional careers. Denikon
University (OH) instituted a program .including a
workshop on advising women, visits by professionals
in various fields, and funding of faculty and student
research on issues related to women and careers. t
Develop programs to help women (and men) deal with
conflictb surrounding academic and career choices.,
(Such programs may also be sponsored by women's
centers and organizations.)
Develop ways to help women bandle subtle or overt
discrimination. Discussion groups, publications and
a list of resource,persons on campus may be helpful.

Wherever appropriate, include in introductory
courses ie unit aft sex differstices and similarities in
verbal and nonverbal behavior and the valuation of
behaviors by sex. Such a unit might be included in

courses in several fields, such as Speech/Communications, English Composition, Psychology, Sociology, Linguistics and Women's Studies.
Require that all students take at least one course on
sex roles arid relationships between the saxes.
Require that oil students take at least one course in
ethnic stucNes or women's studies. Denison University (OH) has done so.
6 incorporate campus climate issues in'tescher educa-

Aid academic advisers, career counselors and other
student services personnel to identify ways in which

they inadvertently treat students differently on the
basis of sex and race. Audiotape, videotape and other
methods can be used.

tion programs end in programs geared to service
areas. Emphasize practical techniques designed to

Bring students, faculty and others together to

identify and overcome Subtle differential treatment of
students on the basis of sex.

discuss out-of-class climate. Ask a group of

studentsin a dorm meeting, a classroom or
elsewhere an open-ended question about climate,

RecomMondations Concerning
Leadership

such AS "What stands out to you as a woman/
man/minority on this campus?" The Center for Im-

proving Teaching Effectiveness, Virginia Com-

Encourage women students to participate and seek
leadership polftions hn extracurricular ectivities, by,

monwealth University, devised a similar "class inter-

view" to help white faculty understand subtle

for example, suggesting rpeclfic organizations in

behaviors that may discourage black students.

which a woman student might use her skills.
Provide women student leaden, or potential leaden
with the skills necessary to seek leadership positions
comfortably and to function effectively. The Office of
Women's Affairs and the Office of Student Life at Br,
University of Delaware, Newark, for example, offers a
one-day workshop covering topics such as asset.:
tivenees, time management, peer relationships, mew
toring and leadership styles.t
Ensure that women students in leadership positions

Help faculty, administrators end students unders-

tand how they nisy inadvertently encourage
behaviors on the part 'of others which disparage
women or result in differential treatment (as by ignoring or encouragin 3 sexist humor and harassment of
women, allowing interruption or trivialization of
women's comments, etc.).

Recommendations Concerning
Residential Life
Evaluate the residential climate for women In various
types of university-owned housigg by survey, !Marviews or other means. A general survey to assess
residence hall climate was devised by The Survey
Research' Center, the institute for Social Research
and the Housing Office at the University of Michigan.

students. A number of institutions such as Colby College (ME), Trinity College (CT), and Amherst College
(MA) have done so.
Work with fraternity advisers and house presidents to
establish and implement guidelines that ban fraternity events which are disparaging to women.

ReCOlmnendatICHIS For Curriculum

Recommendations For Training Programs

.-

Evaluate the impact of fraternities and sororities on

the climate for women and other nontraditional

receive noses/ay background informatkin and
guidance, including ineight into the informal wettings of the mytioular organizations or committees on
which they setae.

.

Design an on-campus internship pougram to help
women gain experience In student services and extraounicular opportunities. The Center for the Study,
Education and Advancement of Women at the Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley, for example, has interns

Familiarize residence hail advisers with climate
15
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in areas such as academic ane career advising,

staff or those from other special groups who are in-

organization and leadership, research orywomen and
educational administratioo.

*Weeds' activilies. Stanford University (CA) hale

tweeted in advising or participating in minority
such a network for Black students.

Ensure that informal departmental activithiaisuch,

Recommendations For Media

as open-houses for majors or professodstudent rap
sessions over lunchare held in places accessible to
disabled persons.
Establish a formal training program to help faculty.
athninistrators and support staff interact productively with disabled women and men students. Californis4
State University at Chico has instituted a program
that includes videotapes, 9 resource handbook and a
trainers manual.
Help faculty, student services staff and others over-

Ensure that campus media give appropriate coverage

to women's mayflies and Issues of concern to
women on campus. Periodically monitor to ensure

that women's activities are neither omitted nor
trivialized, and are reported in the same way as other

comparable stories. A committee might review all
media.

Evaluate all campus media for overt and subtteesxtem in writing, programming, visuals and advertising.
Establish and enforce appropriate guidelines.

come concerns about how to -mists to disabled
students by putting them in touch with Colleagues or

Use campus meta* to help make all members of the

peers who have worked with disabled students or

campus community more aware of climate issues
through artickte, surveys, interviews and related ac-

who are disabled themselves. The Project on'the Handicapped in Science at the Arneritan Association for

thrftles.

the Advancement of Science, for- example, will put
faculty in touch with such professors at other Institu-

Distribute an Informational flyer on climsie Issues
artdch includes suggested actions and remove per-

t'

sons to contact. The Utah State University Committee

a career program for disabled women.

on the Status of Women prepared and distributed a

Career Education for College Women Who Are Dis-

' flyer entitled "What Can Students Do About Sex
Discrimination?"'

abled, a program at the University of Wisconsin,
Stout lc. aimed at breaking down barriersiphich
hinder disabled women from selecting collegelnajors
consistent with their career interests and aptitudes. It

Recommendations Concerning Women
From Special Groups

includes career exolorition, assertiveness training,
job-seeking training, and exposure to successful role
models with disabilities.
Support the establishment of organizations for

Appoint a high-level administrator to evaluate and im-

prove the climate fir special groups of students and

women from special' groupssuch as graduate

to help coordinate services. At the University of

women, older women, minority women, women in
nontraditional fields, disabled womenwhere problears concerning climate issues can be aired and
strategies devised to deal with them.

Michigan, for example, an associate vice president
for academic affairs is responsible for assessing ex-

isting programs for minority studentssuch as
special counseling, minority centers and dormsand
identifying problem arses through discussions with
faculty, students and administrators.
Ensure that all personnel, especially academic. advisors and counselors, are familiar with stereotypes
and how their behavior can communicate "mixed

Recommendations For Students
Whore appropriate, Amass climate problems with
deans, department chairs, and heads of relevant offices and committees, such as those in chino of internship, work-study placements, or academic advising.
'Monitor student governMent spending to ensure that

signals" to students from other cultures. 'Hold
workshops in conjunction with minority student

centers, and/or disseminate and discus', appropriate

background materials. (For some examples, see
"Resources," p. 18.)

women's orations and programsse well as

Find ways to encourage ouef-class interaction bet-

those serving nontradittonal student groupsare

' men minority and majority students, filed and

funded at appropriate levels.
Give faculty, pews and student services staff positive
feedback for efforts to create an equitable climate.
Establish a committee to explore climate issues.
Encourage student publications, such as the school

able-bodied students. For example, assign team projects to mixed groupt, comprised of students of both

sexes."
Offer career programs to address specific problems
minority women may face in career counseling. One
institution used a model/mentor approach to pair

newspaper, to on*, about campus climate Wiese
andicw.dimPtoP

Black women students and Black professkmal

campus climate survey and publish

the results.
Take courses and WU* student services and other
activities that provide Information "boar) and suggestions W handling clifferential Irea hneftt. if no such
opportunities exist, work to have them established.

women in order to discuss career goals and skills, ar-

range work experiences and participate in career
workshops."
Develop a network of minority alumni, faculty and
16
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WOMEN'S CENTERS
Women's centers
play a key rope in imprbving
campus. Through a variety
the climate for women
of in-center services, center-sponsored campu$ programs, and campus/community referrals, women's
centers can:
increase campus awareness of women's needs,
goals and accomplishments;

Abilities, preparing for graLkfiss.... echo*
assist women students Mn detemoinkg their owls
needs and sealcingimilp kom
resewee pee-

ple on and otf
such as faculty trims have
agreed to PO w h wow students about academic
and carrier phew; and

el provide an "oasis* for women students, faculty
and staff on campus.

Mid faculty and student aervices staff he providing
productive , advising and counsaling for, women
students through training programs*, 000rdlinathm of
services, development and dissemination of materialsg

Additionally, by co-sponsoring activities with other
divisions or organizations oh campussuch as a pro-

offer literature and programs, especiaffy
developed for women students in areas each as

gram on *omen in the schraces jointly sponsored with

academic and career planning, dealing with

build bridges between campus constituencies to better identify and meet women's needs.

acadernip departmentswomen's centers can help

discrimination, Juggling career and family rowan-

A-

INSTITUTIONAL SELF - EVALUATION CHECKLIST
The following checklist highlights areas institutions will want to consider in evaluating and improving the out-ofclass climate for women. Many of the recommendations listedAln this paper might alto be used for self-evaluation. A
more detailed checklist, with out stions geared to five separate categories Including social-educational climate, is
available In the Institutional Self-Study Guide on Sex Equity for Postsecondary Institutions, listed in the Resource
section of this paper.
111

dards, guidelines and/or training for avoiding sex bias
in interactions with students? Have they been asked
to develop guidelines for their own units?

Do top administrators include women's issues
in speeches, publications and informal talks? Do they
communicate an institutional commitment concerning the climate for women to the faculty and staff?

Are in-service programs offered to help faculty
and staff become aware of and change behaviors that
may create a chilly Campus climate for women?

Does the institution periodically review the
status of women, including the climate for women on
campus? Is there a commission on women or other official body to identify issues and make recommendations?

Are there efforts to ensure that women and
members of special populations are employed as
faculty, staff and administrators in 'student support

catalogue, yearbook, newspaper, etc.regularly
evaluated to see that they do not communicate

services and in other positions throughout the institution?
Does the institution collect data on the campus
climate for women through surveys, interviews or by
other means? Are all institutional data collected and
analyzed by sex (and race/ethnicity) so that disparate
trends for women and groups 'of minority women (or
men) can be identified?

negative messages about women, eithei by overlooking women; showing women as "onlookerS" but men

Are there ongoing efforts to'evaivate differential applications and dropout rates by sex and race

as "doers"; or otherwise portraying women in a

among departments that may reflect a negative

stereotyped fashion?

climate?

Are there publicized Institutional standards
concerning behaviors that create s chilly campus
climate for women?
Are student services staff; faculty; teaching,
research and residence assistants; clerical staff; contractors; and others provided with appropriate stan-

Are special efforts made to recruit and retain
vomen in nontraditional fields, such as physics and
mathematics?
Is there a eampus women's center/ Is it ado-

Is a top level administrator or officer charged
with monitoring the climate for women from special
groups, including minority women, women !n nontraditional fields, disabled women, older women and
women graduate Students?
Are all official publicationsincluding the

quately funded? Does it serve as a resource on climate
issues for academic departments, student services ofN..
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floss and individualeon agape.?
Are ciknate issues included in murmur where

new students, staff and faculty about theee channels?

aPProariaW?

MOW. initietivae taken by Individual women or

_

Does the Institution support and respond to ap-

_

women'elvoups who raise climate Issues with faculty,
staff, supervisors, peers and others?

is them a nirieitiniem for eking co terns and

provkling feedback to facultynand sten about overtly
.bleeed cetireerits/ general eaglet betkwior, and other

Does the Institution support women students'
organizations by providing funding, facilities, pub**

climate lemma
Are them
COMM* her oomplaints
about sexual
en ? Are reined.* deer and
canmensurale with the lei of violation, Are, the pro-

ty, etc.?

Do cultural and other event! take account of
-women's COMMIS and accomplishments? Ave data .
kept so that, this can be eveluatad periodically?

cedures weir publicized to aN members of. the
acadonlic community? Is there a procedure to inform
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